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ABSTRACT. Suppose B is a bounded linear operator in a Banach space. If the

differential operator d B has a Bohr-Neugebauer type property for Bochner

almost periodic functions, then, for any Stepanov almost periodic continuous

function g(t) and any Stepanov-bounded solution of the differential equation
dn (n-l)u(t) Bu(t) g(t), u ...,u ,u are all almost periodic.
dtn
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i. C;N

Suppose X is a Banach space and J is tb interval < t < . A function

f e oc (J;X) with i _-< p < is said to be Stepanov- bounded or Sp -bounded on J if

t+l ds] l/p

IWlps tcj lWsl < . ..x

For the definitions of almost periodicity, eak almost periodicity and

sP-almost periodicity, we refer the reader to pp. 3, 39 and 77, Amerio-Prouse [i].

Suppose that B is a bounded linear operator having dnmmin and range in X. We

say that the differential operator B has Bohr-Neugebauer property if, for

any almost periodic X-valued functiontf (t) and any bounded (on J) solution of the

equation

n u(t) Bu(t) f(t) on J, (1.2)
dtn

u (n-l) ...,u u are all almost periodic.

Our main result is as follows.

THIRM i. For a bounded linear operator B with dnmain D(B) and range R(B) in

a Banach space X, let the differential operator d-- B be such that, for any
almost periodic X-valued function f(t) and any sP-bounded solution u: J D(B)

of the equation (i. 2), u (n-l)
,..o,U u are all sl-almost periodic. If p > i, then,

for any sP-bounded solution u: J D(B) of the equation

u(t) Bu(t) g(t) on J, (1.3)
dtn
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u(n-1) ,...,u’,u are all almost periodic.

RgtRK i. Theorem 1 is a generalization of a result of Zaidman [6].

2. PR0f C THeOReM I.

By (i. 3), we have the representation

u(n-1) (t) u (n-l) (0) + 10
t
Bu(s)ds + 10

t

-i + q-l= I, then, by theIf 0 < t
2

tI < 1 and p

Hider’ s inequality,

II /tt2Bul (s) ds .ll./tl l(s)ds<t2

g(s)ds on Jr

1

[itl+ 1 ]p-i q-I
-<- III I(s) I (t2 tl)

1
-i

--< III IIP -(t2 tl)q
Hence /0

t Bu(s) ds is uniformly continuous on J. Further, by Theorem 8, p. 79,

Amerio-Prouse [i], I0
t

g(s) ds is uniformly continuous on J. Consequently, u (n-l)

uniformly continuous on J.

Now consider a sequence { (t)}k=l of non-negative continuous functions on J

such that

(t) 0 for tl >= k-I I -l(t) dt 1
-k

The convolution betw_n u and is defined by

(u * )(t) /ju(t-s)(s)ds /ju(s)(t-s)ds.
From (1.3), it follows that

d* (u * )(t) m(u * )(t) (g * )(t) on J..
dtn

(2.1)

(2.2)

is

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

Again by HSlder’ s inequality,

-iq

_-< c b Isp for all t e j and k 1,2,

Similarly, the sl-almost periodicity of g(t) implies the almost periodicity of

(2.6)

(g*) (t) for all k 1,2,

Omnsequently, it follows from our asmmption on the operator u____ B that=n
(u * %)(n-l)(t),..., (u * %)’ (t), (u * )(t) are all sl-almst pertic from J to X

for all k > i.

Further, since u (n-l) (t) is uniformly continuous on J, given e > o,
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exists 6 > o such that

I (n-l) (tl) u (n-l) (t2)II < e for Itl t21 =< 6. (2.7)

Consequently, we have, for tl t2 --< 6,

(u(n-1) , )(tl) (u(n-1) , )(t=)ll

_k
-I (n-l) (n-l)< -I u (tl s) u (t2 s)II (s) ds

-i
_-< e _k-i Pk (s) ds e, by (2.3). (2.8)

Hence (u * )(n-l) (t) (u(n-1) , ) (t) is uniformly continuous on J. So, by

Theoren 7, p. 78, Amerio-Prouse [i], (u (n-l) ,
k (t) is almost periodic.

Furthermore, by the uniform continuity of u (n-l) (t) on J, the sequence of

convolutions (u (n-l) , ) (t) converges to u (n-l) (t) as k , uniformly on J.

Hence u (n-l) (t) is almost periodic frown J to X, and so is bounded on J. Therefore

u (n-2) (t) is uniformly continuous on J. Consequently, (u (n-2) , ) (t) is almost

periodic and (u(n-2) , ) (t) u(n-2) (t) as k , uniformly on J. Hence u(n-2) (t)

is almost periodic.

Thus we conclude successively that u (n-l) ,u ,u are all almost periodic frown

J to X, which cmpletes the proof of the theorem.

R 2. The conclusion of Theorem 1 remains valid for any sl-bounded and

uniformly continuous solution of the equation (1.3).

PROOF. By the of Rao [5], such a solution is bounded on J.

by the representation (2. i), u (n-l) is uniformly continuous on J.

R 3. If B 0, then Theorem 1 holds for p > 1.

3o NOTES.

(i) Suppose X is a separable Hilbert space, and consider the differential

equation

n u(t) Bu(t) f(t) on J, (3.1)
tn

where f J X is an ast periodic functi, and B X X is a cletely

continuous normal operator. Then, if u is a bounded solution of (3.1),u (n)
is almost

periodic (as s in the proof of Theorem 1 of Cooke [3]). Therefore, by the

Corollary to Lesmm 5 of Cooke [3], u(n-l),...,u’,u are all almost periodic. That is,

the operator dn B has Bohr-Neugebauer property.
dtn

Now assume that u is an sP-hounded solution (I < p < ) of the equatic% (3.1)o

If we replace g by f in the proof of our Theorem i, then, by the Bohr-Neugebauer

property of tb operator dn B, it follows that u (n-l) ,u u are all almost
dtn

periodic. Hence the operator B satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1 for p > I.
dt
n

(ii) Finally, suppose X is a reflexive space and B 0. Given an ast
periodic X-valued function f (t), assume u(t) is a bounded solution of the differential

equation

u(t) f(t)
dtn

on J. (3.2)
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Then it follows frn Lemm 2 of Cooke [3] that u (n-l) ,u are all bounded on J.

Hence conclude successively that u (n-l) ,u ,u are all almost periodic (see

io-Prouse [i], p 55 and Authors’ Remark on p. 82).

Therefore the operator dn has Bohr-Neugebauer property.

1 dtn
Now, given an S -almost periodic continuous X-valued function g(t), suppose u(t)

is an sP-bounded solution (i < p < m) of the differential equation

u(t) g(t) on J. (3.3)
dtn

From (3.3), it follows that

d--(u * )(t) (g * )(t) on J, (3.4)

where { (t)}k=l is the sequence defined in the proof of our Tneorem I. Then

(u * )(t) is bounded on J and (g * )(t) iS=nalmost periodic frcm J to X. So, by

the Bohr-Neugebauer property of the operator u-H--, (u * )(n-l)(t),..., (u * k) (t),
dt
n

(u * ) (t) are all almost periodic

By (33), it follows frn Theorem 8, p. 79, Amerio-Prouse [i] that u (n-l) (t) is

uniformly continuous on J. Consequently, conclude successively that

u (nl) (t),...,u’ (t),u(t) are all almost periodic. Hence the operator
dn

satisfies

the assunption of Theorem 1 for p > i.
dtn

4o CONSeQUenCES F THEO i.

Let L(X,X) be the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on X into itself,

with the uniform operator topology. As consequences of our Theorem i, demonstrate

the following results

THEOREM 2o In a reflexive space X, suppose f J X is an sP-alnDst periodic

continuous function (I =< p < ), and B J L(X,X) is almost periodic with respect

to the norm of L(X,X). If u J X is any sP-almost periodic solution of the

differential equation

n u(t) B(t)u(t) + f(t) on J, (4.1)
dtn

tbn u (n-l) ,...,u ,u are all alnDst periodic frc J to X.

PRODFo Since B(t) is almost periodic from J to L(X,X), and u(t) is sP-almost
periodic frn J to X, can show that B(t)u(t) is sP-almDst periodic frc J to X

(see Rao [4]). Hence B(t)u(t) + f(t) is sP-almost periodic from J to X. If e write

v(t) B(t)u(t) + f(t) on J, (4.2)

then (4.1) becomes

u(t) v(t) on J. (43)
dtn

By our Note (ii), the operator satisfies the asmmption of our Theorexa 1 for

p => i. Since u is sP-almost periodid, It is sP-bounded on J. So, by Theorem I,

u (n-l) ,u ,u are all almost periodic.

THIKgRM 30 In a reflexive space X, suppose f J X is an sP-almDst periodic

continuous function (I < p < ), and B X X is a completely continuous linear

operator. If u J X is a weakly almDst periodic (strong) solution of the

differential equation
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thenu

u(t) Bu(t) + f(t) on J,
dtn

(n-l) ,u’ ,u are all almDst periodic.

(4.4)

PROOF. Since B is a bounded linear operator, Bu is also %%kly ala)st periodic.

r, B being a conpletely continuous operator, the range of Bu is relatively

ccct. Hence, by Theorem I0, p. 45, Anrio-Prouse [i], Bu is ast periodic.

Consequently, Bu + f is sP-ast periodic. Nc4, if w %trite

w(t) Bu(t) + f(t) on J, (4.5)

then (4.4) s

u(t) w(t)
dtn

Since u is wakly almost periodic, it is bounded on J.
(n-l) ,u ,u are all alnst periodic.

(46)

Therefore, by Theorem i,

R 4. Suppose X is a Hilbert space and B (L(X,X) with B > 0.

differential equation

d2
u(t) Bu(t) f(t)

dt2
on J, (4.7)

where f J X is an alan,st periodic function. Then any bounded solution u J X

of the equation (4.7) is almost periodic (see Zaidman [7]). By (4.7), u’(t) is

unifory continuous on J. Hence, by Theorem 6, p. 6, An_rio-Prouse [i], u’ (t) is
d2

almost periodic. %erefore the operator d-- B has Bohr-Neugebauer propey, and

so satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1 for p > I.
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